Pathfinder: Child Psychology

Scope Note:

Here are entered works on the psychological growth and characteristics of children. (Source: Library of Congress Subject Headings, 025.33 Un3, General Reference Book).

Use For:

- Behavior, Child
- Child behavior
- Child study
- Children - Psychology
- Psychology, Child

Broader Term:

- Child development
- Developmental psychology
- Psychology

Related Terms:

- Child psychiatry
- Child rearing
- Educational psychology

BOOKS

- Reference sources located at Social Science Library, 4th floor, JB-LRC:

Blackwell handbook of early childhood development. 2006. [305.231 B56]


Child development / Robert S. Feldman. 2010. [305.231 F33]

Child development / John W. Santrock. 1998. [305.231 Sa59]

Child development at the intersection of emotion and cognition / edited by Susan D. Calkins and Martha Ann Bell. 2010. [155.4 C43]
Child psychology & development for dummies / Laura L. Smith and Charles H. Elliott. 2011. [155.4 Sm51]

Child psychology / Ross Vasta, Scott A. Miller, Shari Ellis. 2004. [155.4 V44]

Child psychology : a contemporary viewpoint / E. Mavis Hetherington ... [et al.]. 2006. [155.4 C43 c.1]


Counseling and supporting children and young people : a person-centered approach / Mark Prever. 2010. [361.06083 P92]

The developing child / Helen Bee, Denise Boyd. 2010. [155.4 B39]

Developmental psychology in action / Clare Wood, Karen Littleton, and Kieron Sheehy. 2006. [155.4 W85]

Developmental psychology : a student’s handbook / Margaret Harris & George Butterworth. 2002. [155.4 H24]

Developmental psychology : childhood and adolescence / David Shaffer, Katherine Kipp. 2010. [155.4 Sh13]

Evidence-based practice in infant and early childhood psychology / edited by Barbara A. Mowder, Florence Rubinson, Anastasia E. Yasik. 2009. [155.422 Ev32]

Guidance of young children / Marian Marion. 2007. [155.4 M33]

Socioemotional development in the toddler years : transitions and transformations / edited by Celia A. Brownell, Claire B. Kopp. 2007. [155.422 So13]

The world of the child / Karen Owens. 1993. [305.231 Ow2]

Understanding children’s development / Peter K. Smith and Helen Cowie. [155.4 Sm63]

Young children's personal, social and emotional development / Marion Dowling. 2010. [372.0111 D75]

- Reference sources located at General Reference Library, Ground floor, JB-LRC:

Encyclopedia of school psychology / editor, Steven W. Lee. 2005. [370.15 En19]
• Reference sources located at Science & Technology Library, 3rd floor, JB-LRC:

  [618.9289 C43]

  No child left different / edited by Sharna Olfman; foreword by Mel Levine. 2006.  
  [618.9289 N67]

  [618.928521 G63]

• Textbooks located at TEC Library, South Campus:

  [155.4 K25]

  Annual editions : child growth and development 11/12 / editors, Ellen N. Junn, Chris J. Boyatzis.  
  2011.  [305.231 An78]

  Assessing the behavior of young children / Edita C. Monserrate. 2011. [155.42 M75]

  Child development / John Santrock. 2011. [618.92 Sa59]

  Child development and teaching pupils with special educational needs / Christina Tilstone and Lyn Layton; with Anne Anderson ... [et. al]. 2004. [371.920973 T46]


  [370.152 B98]

  [707.1 C86]

  A guidance approach for the encouraging classroom / Dan Gartrell. 2007. [371.40973 G19]

  Learning from behavior : how to understand and help "challenging" children in school / James E. Levine; foreword by Sophie Freud. 2007.  [370.152 L57]


  Young children's personal, social, and emotional development / Marion Dowling. 2005.  
  [372.0111 D75]
Textbooks located at Filipiniana Library, Upper 3rd floor, JB-LRC:

Developmental characteristics of young children / Aurelia T. Estrada. 2011. [155.4 Es86d]

Filipino children under stress: family dynamics and therapy / Maria Lourdes Arellano-Carandang. 1987. [155.418 C17]

eBOOKS

Nature and nurture in early child development volume 0 / Edited by Daniel P. Keating. 2010. [155.422 N21]

Children's understanding of death: from biological to religious conceptions / edited by Victoria Talwar, Paul L. Harris, Michael Schleifer. 2011. [155.937083 C43]

PERIODICALS

PRINT
(Serials Library, 3rd floor, JB-LRC)

- Journal of Counseling and Clinical Psychology
- Journal of Counseling and Development
- Journal of Experimental Social Psychology
- Journal of Personality and Social Psychology
- Psychological Assessment
- Psychology Today

ELECTRONIC

EBSCO
http://search.ebscohost.com


PROQUEST Online
http://search.proquest.com/pqcentral/


AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS
(KNC station, JB-LRC, Ground Floor)


Middle childhood [videorecording] / Magna Systems, Inc. presents ; written and produced by Max Pictures, Inc. 2008. [305.234 M58 Disc3 c.2] KNC DVD


Should you have comments or suggestions on this pathfinder, please call us at these telephone numbers, 2300100 local 270 or email us through socialscience_jblrc@yahoo.com.
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